The British are famous for craftsmanship, for hand making objects of desire. Rolls – Royce, Aston Martin, Bentley, names that ooze quality and luxury. British designers are renowned throughout the world for creating stunning architecture and fashion. Buyers seek out the exclusive, the unique, the bespoke.

On these qualities we have built Livingreen Design. A fusion of experienced landscape professionals, experienced product designers and genuine craftsmen working together to bring you the Saville Row suits of professional planters, each made to order, to your specification, your colour, your finish.

We hand build and hand finish every planter we manufacture, right here in the UK, using skills acquired over a lifetime and passed on through the generations to our apprentices. Our master craftsmen have worked on sailing ships to wind turbine blades, using techniques adopted by F1 car makers and airplane manufacturers.
WHAT WE DO AT LIVINGGREEN DESIGN

Quite simply we build the most flexible and best designed range of professional planters available in Europe and possibly the world. We manufacture in a glass based composite, unquestionably the best material for planter construction.

Our standard ranges include over 600 unique designs that can be finished in any conceivable colour from RAL to Pantone plus our own unique blends including stardusts, pearlescents, dapple, and metallic in gloss, matt, silk or textured – giving breath-taking choice and millions of options. Our ‘natural’ finishes exactly recreate the look of weathered metals – new or antique lead, corton steel, oxidised copper- plus terracotta and stone.

But our speciality is bespoke. We can take your idea and transform it from page to planter. We have full CAD facilities in house and can engineer your project to shop drawings, providing tools, moulds and the finished products, anywhere in Europe, anywhere in the World. Roof gardens, green roofs, 5* hotels, International airports, Corporate headquarters – Livingreen Design bespoke planter projects can be found anywhere.

ETHICAL TRADING

The environment matters to us. It is at the very core of our philosophy. Our decision to retain manufacturing in the UK, in Europe, was central to this. Manufacture in Europe and you slash your carbon footprint, Operate under European laws and you know your waste is disposed of responsibly, legally. Choose composite and you minimise material use – where possible we buy recycled glass as the reinforcement base. The process takes place at room temperature using hand tools and humans – no heavy equipment, no furnaces and definitely no robots. Staff are valued and properly paid, no sweatshops, European Health and Safety regulations apply.

Recycle! Don’t throw our planters away, send them back – we can refurbish and refinish any of our planters to as new condition for a fraction of the replacement cost – even fixing major damage. If you have to throw away then glass reinforced composites can be ground down and used in roads or roof tiles.

We aren’t just green by name, we live it.
We are Livingreen Design.